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Control Oriented Analysis of a
Hybrid Solid Oxide Fuel Cell and
Gas Turbine System
The goal of this work is to investigate the feasibility of a hybrid solid oxide fuel cell
(SOFC) and gas turbine (GT) system for mobile power production. A system consisting of
a gas turbine, a burner, and an SOFC is examined to gain fundamental understanding of
the system dynamics. A control oriented dynamic model is developed to provide the
critically needed tool for system feasibility analysis and control strategy design. System
optimization and transient analysis are performed based on the system model to deter-
mine the desired operating conditions and load following limitations. It is shown that the
open loop system will shut down in the case of a large load step. Based on the insights
learned from the open loop analysis, a feedback control scheme is proposed. The feed-
back scheme is based on a reference governor, which modifies the load applied to the
generator to guarantee stability and fast tracking during transients.
�DOI: 10.1115/1.3081467�
Introduction

Integrating fuel cell based power systems with energy recupera-
ion devices �ERDs� can improve the system efficiency by mini-

izing the exhaust energy losses. A conceptual schematic diagram
f an integrated fuel cell system with energy recuperation devices
s shown in Fig. 1. For fuel cell power systems, there are several
pecial reasons that make the energy recuperation particularly at-
ractive. In order to promote the fuel cell efficiency and avoid
ydrogen starvation issues, fuel cell stacks do not operate at fuel
tilization ratios close to 100% �1–3�. Thus, a portion of the fuel
rovided to the fuel cell will be wasted unless energy recuperation
evices are incorporated. Significant amounts of energy can be
ecovered by utilizing the remaining hydrogen in the exhaust,
iven the high heating value of hydrogen. For the high tempera-
ure solid oxide fuel cells �SOFCs�, especially for the pressurized
OFCs, the high exhaust temperature and energy content make

he energy recuperation even more appealing. The main devices
sed to facilitate energy recuperation from SOFC systems are
atalytic burners, gas turbine �GT�, and generator combinations,
s shown in Fig. 2. Note that the system examined here is in-
ended for mobile applications with no grid power connection. For
uch applications, the use of energy storage devices and power
lectronics often allows proper conditioning of the power drawn
rom the SOFC and the generator. In this work, the goal is to
evelop a control scheme to meet mobile power demand and to
void system shutdown without relying on the energy storage de-
ices. The insights gained from this study could be used to under-
tand the limiting performance of the system and to develop
uidelines in properly sizing the energy storage device.

The integrated fuel cell systems with energy recuperation de-
ices have been studied extensively in literature, motivated by the
ubstantial benefits of ERDs. Publications focusing on the dy-
amic behavior and load transitions of hybrid solid oxide fuel cell
nd gas turbine systems are fewer than the ones focusing on
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steady state performance in today’s literature. Most work done on
SOFC/GT systems includes cost and efficiency studies for optimal
design and material selection.

A cost versus efficiency analysis in Ref. �4� indicates the in-
crease in system efficiency and reduction in cost when a GT cycle
is integrated with an SOFC. Multiple studies show that the steady
state efficiency increases when energy recuperation devices are
integrated in a fuel cell system �5–7�. Increase in SOFC efficiency
is shown by Yi et al. in Ref. �8� when the SOFC operating pres-
sure increases at the expense of capital cost. An efficient and low
cost solution for pressurizing the SOFC system is the addition of
a GT. Further increase in efficiency is observed by Yang et al. �9�
when internal reforming is used. Yang compares SOFC internal
and external reforming and states that the advantage of the inter-
nal reforming, in terms of efficiency, is more evident in the hybrid
systems than in the stand-alone SOFC system due to the higher
exhaust temperature �i.e., higher exhaust energy content� and the
capability of the system to harvest the exhaust energy. Steady state
modeling, optimization, and parametric studies in Refs. �5,10–16�
determine the theoretical maximum electrical efficiency of a com-
bined SOFC and GT cycle to be around 60%.

Publications dealing with the transient dynamics of the system
�i.e., the system’s response to changes in demanded power�,
though, are fewer. Significant publications on control oriented
analysis of SOFC systems, including the balance of plant compo-
nents �17,18�, identify the load following limitations and imple-
ment model predictive control schemes to resolve them. On
coupled SOFC/GT systems, a dynamic model of an SOFC/GT
system is developed in Ref. �19�. The model is validated using
startup operation experimental data provided by Siemens Westing-
house and the authors note that the model, built from first prin-
ciples, can reasonably predict the dynamic performance of a com-
plex hybrid SOFC/GT system. The authors of Ref. �20� developed
a dynamic model of an SOFC/GT system and evaluated the
matching between that model and a linearized version of the same
model. They noted that the linear and nonlinear model responses
matched only for small variations �less that 10%� in the inputs.
Thus, the nonlinearities cannot be ignored in the system model
and performance analysis. In Ref. �21�, using dynamic analysis, it
is identified that regulating the shaft speed in a SOFC/GT system

can be achieved by direct injection of fuel flow in the catalytic
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urner. Finally, the authors of �22� pointed out that: “With a given
onstant generator power, the system is at an unstable equilibrium.
eparting from steady state, for example, a step increase of the
enerator power will lead to deceleration of the shaft speed. No
ew equilibrium will be found within the valid bounds of shaft
peed.” The authors noted that proper shaft speed regulation can
e achieved via “trial-and-error tuning of a PID controller,” using
s feedback the error between the actual air flow and the air flow
etpoint. The system stability, though, is not guaranteed for a load
tep different than the one the PID controller was tuned for. In this
ork a reference governor �RG� is implemented in the SOFC/GT

ystem with global convergence properties, and in future work an
lternative reference governor, suitable for real-time application,
ill be presented and combined with direct fuel injection into the

atalytic burner �CB�.
The focus of this paper is on the efficient steady state operation

nd transient response of a highly coupled SOFC and gas turbine
ystem. The system and the associated model are described in Sec.
, while the system efficiency optimization along with its open
oop analysis is presented in Sec. 3. In Secs. 3 and 4, the load
ollowing limitations of the system are identified, and potential
olutions to mitigate them are proposed. Finally, in Sec. 5, a ref-
rence governor is integrated into the system to ensure proper load
ollowing capabilities.

System Operation and Numerical Model
The system investigated, shown in Fig. 2, is rated at 30 kW and

s composed of a compressor �C�, an SOFC stack, a catalytic
urner �CB�, and a turbine �T�, which drives a generator �GEN�.
he hybrid SOFC/GT system analyzed in this work is intended as

Fuel Cell System
Fuel Energy

Recuperated Energ

Exha
Ene

- Fuel Cell Stack
- Fuel Reformer
- Air Delivery Devices
- Humidifier
- Balance of Plant

Fig. 1 Energy flow of integrated fu
tion devices

SOFC

GEN

TC

CB

PSOFC

PGEN
Exhaust

Anode
Exhaust

Cathode
Exhaust

Pre-reformed Fuel

Air
Flow

GT Shaft

Catalytic
Burner
Fig. 2 Schematic of a hybrid SOFC/GT system
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an auxiliary power unit �APU� for military and commercial mo-
bile applications. Other components, such as the reformer and the
heat exchangers, are not included in this work in order to focus on
the coupling dynamics between the SOFC and the GT. Air is
supplied to the cathode side of the SOFC by the compressor,
while prereformed fuel is fed to the anode side. The exhaust from
the SOFC outlet passes through the CB, where the fuel that has
not been utilized in SOFC is burned to increase the temperature of
the flow. The flow from the CB then powers the turbine, thereby
providing a mechanism to recuperate the exhaust energy. The tur-
bine drives both the compressor and the generator; the former
delivers the air needed for the SOFC stack operation and the latter
provides additional electrical power for the system. The net power
output is the sum of the electric power from the SOFC and the
generator. In order to explore the dynamic characteristics of the
integrated SOFC/GT system, effort is initially devoted to develop
a dynamic model that captures both the steady state and dynamic
behavior of the system. This model is presented in Secs. 2.1–2.4.

2.1 Solid Oxide Fuel Cell Model. The SOFC model utilized
in the work was developed by Xi in Ref. �1�, where a thorough
model-based control analysis was performed, and the issues asso-
ciated with an SOFC system coupled with a fuel reformer were
addressed. It is shown that thermal management and reactant ratio
control are required to ensure fast and safe load transitions. An
overview of the model is included here for a self-contained system
model presentation. In this work a coflow SOFC arrangement is
utilized, as illustrated in Fig. 3. The SOFC model is composed of
three separate submodels, namely, the electrochemical submodel,
the mass balance submodel, and the energy balance submodel.
The stack model is then developed by integrating those submod-
els, as presented in Secs. 2.2–2.4.

Note that in this work the fuel entering the SOFC is assumed to
be partially reformed, containing CH4, CO2, CO, H2O, H2, and
N2, and has the following fixed molar fraction composition:

xf = �xCH4
,xCO2

,xCO,xH2O,xH2
,xN2

�

= �0.016,0.018,0.163,0.037,0.324,0.442� �1�

while in the air channel, we assume

xa = �xO2
,xN2

� = �0.21,0.79� �2�

In order to capture the spatial distribution of important vari-
ables in the SOFC, such as current density and temperature, the
model presented in Ref. �1� utilizes the finite-volume method to
discretize the cell into a user-defined number of units along the
gas flow direction, where the electrode and electrolyte layers are
considered as one assembly structure, called the positive
electrode-electrolyte-negative electrode �PEN�. In one discretiza-
tion unit, variables such as the current density, temperatures, and
pressures are assumed to be homogeneous. Dynamic governing

Energy
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equations for each unit in the SOFC model are derived by apply-
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ng the electrochemical, thermal dynamic, and fluid flow prin-
iples. These discretization units are then integrated to form the
OFC model by imposing the gas flows, heat exchanges, and
urrent distribution relations.

The operating voltage of one discretization unit of the cell can
e calculated by

Uj = UOCV
j − ��ohm

j + �act
j + �con

j � �3�

here j is the index of discretization units. UOCV
j is the open

ircuit voltage, and the last three terms in Eq. �3� represent vari-
us potential losses in the jth unit. Note that for notation simplic-
ty the superscript j will be omitted in the following equations.
he open circuit voltage can be determined by the Nernst equa-

ion. The �ohm term is the ohmic loss due to the internal resistance
n the SOFC and the activation loss, �act, is due to the energy
arrier to be overcome in order for the electrochemical reaction to
ccur, and can be characterized by the Butler–Volmer equation.
he concentration loss, �con, reflects the overpotential due to the
pecies diffusions between the reaction site and the bulk flow in
he gas channels.

Finally, the polarization relation in each discretization unit, as
enoted by the following nonlinear algebraic function, can be de-
ermined in the electrochemical submodel based on the local con-
itions, including the PEN temperature and species pressures:

U = f�i,pH2
,pO2

,pH2O,pa,TPEN� �4�

here details on the expression for the function f are given in Ref.
1�. It is noted that there are no state variables in the electrochemi-
al submodel.

The mass accumulated in the fuel and air channels are calcu-
ated in the mass balance submodel. Each discretization unit of the
ell has eight state variables, representing the molar concentra-
ions of different gas species, i.e., CH4, CO2, CO, H2O, H2, and

2 in the fuel channel, and O2 and N2 in the air channel.
In the planar SOFC model, the cell is usually divided into sev-

ral temperature layers to represent the temperature distribution
long the axis perpendicular to the cell plate. In the model pre-
ented in Ref. �1�, there are five layers, namely, the fuel bulk flow,
he air bulk flow, the PEN, the fuel-side interconnector, and the
ir-side interconnect in each discretization unit of the SOFC. For
he cells at the boundaries of the stack, the fuel/air-side intercon-
ectors have to be considered as separate temperature layers in the
odel.
The temperatures of these layers are calculated by solving the

ynamic equations of energy balance in each layer. The heat trans-
er considered in the model includes the convection between the
ulk flows and their surrounding solid structures, the conduction
n solid layers, as well as the radiation between PEN, and inter-
onnectors. For example, the dynamic equation for the tempera-
ure of the fuel channel Tf can be derived using energy balance as

H2 H2O

O2

O2-

Fuel flow

Air flow

(waterCOHOHCO
(steamCOH3OHCH

222

224

+→+
+→+

-2
2 OH →+

CH4, CO2, CO,
H2O, H2, N2

O2, N2
2 20.5O + e

Fig. 3 Operating principle
ollows:
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Ṫf =
1

�xf
cv,xf

mxf

�Hin,f
abs − Hout,f

abs + QPEN/f
conv + QI/f

conv + Qr,f� �5�

where Hin,f
abs −Hout,f

abs accounts for the inlet and outlet absolute en-
thalpy difference in the fuel channel, QPEN/f

conv and QI/f
conv account for

the convective heat exchange between the fuel flow and its sur-
rounding solid layers, namely, the PEN and I layers, and Qr,f is
the energy released from the oxidation reaction in the anode. De-
tails on each of these terms and the dynamic equations for other
temperature states can be found in Ref. �1�.

Finally, given the total mass and temperature in each channel,
the corresponding pressure is calculated using the ideal gas law.
The model of the SOFC is then obtained by integrating the dy-
namic equations of all the discretization units and following the
flow continuity, boundary conditions, and current distribution
relations.

Based on the equipotential assumption, the following relations
are imposed on the discretization units:

Uj = Ucell, j = 1,2, . . . ,J �6�

�
j=1

J

Ij = Itot �7�

where J is the total number of discretization units, Ucell is the
operating voltage of the cell, Ij and Itot are the currents drawn
from the jth unit and the whole cell, respectively.

The selection of discretization units is an important modeling
parameter, which has significant impact on the model accuracy
and computation load. Refined discretization grids can provide
more accurate spatial profiles of the variables, such as the tem-
perature and current density distributions, and therefore lead to
improved representation of the fuel cell behaviors. However, the
computation time increases drastically as the number of the dis-
cretization units increases. In this work, since the interaction of
the SOFC with the CB and the GT, and not the dynamics within
the SOFC, is the main focus, we use the SOFC model with a
minimum of four discretization units that are shown to capture
adequately the average temperature and current distribution pro-
file �1�. This results in a 52 state SOFC dynamic model, with each
unit having the states of xCH4

, xCO2
, xCO, xH2O, xH2

, xN2
, xO2

, Tf,
Ta, TPEN, TfI, and TaI, where x· are the concentrations of the spe-
cies, and Tf, Ta, TPEN, TfI, and TaI denote the temperature in the
fuel channel, air channel, PEN structure, fuel-side interconnect,
and air-side interconnect, respectively.

2.2 Turbine and Compressor Model. The GT model incor-
porates the shaft rotational speed dynamics, the compressor and
the turbine submodel. Only the shaft dynamics are considered,
while the turbine and compressor are modeled using static alge-
braic equations. The main variables used in those models include

Anode

Cathode
Electrolyte

Interconnector

Interconnector

Air channel

Electrical
load

e-
Fuel channel

shift)
rming)

-e2+

O2, N2

CH4, CO2, CO,
H2O, H2, N2

-2O

coflow planar SOFCs †1‡
gas
refo

2OH

→−
pressure p, flow W, temperature T, and power P. Note that the
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ubscripts denote the component �c for compressor and t for tur-
ine� and the inlet or outlet �1 or 2, respectively�. For example,
c2 denotes the outlet temperature of the compressor. A schematic,
ith all the main variables denoted at their corresponding loca-

ion, is shown in Fig. 4.

2.2.1 Shaft Rotational Speed Dynamics. The turbocharger ro-
ational dynamic behavior is determined by the power generated
y the turbine, Pt �W�, the power required to drive the compressor
c �W� and the power drawn by the generator Pgen as

dN

dt
=

Pt�m − Pc − Pgen

�N · J
�8�

here �= �2� /60�2, N is the shaft speed in rpm, and �m is the
urbine mechanical efficiency that accounts for energy losses due
o friction. The turbine mechanical efficiency is considered con-
tant and equal to a typical value of 0.95. The turbocharger inertia
=1.32�10−4 kg m2 is the sum of rotor inertia, compressor in-
rtia, and turbine wheel inertia about the axis of rotation.

2.2.2 Compressor Model. Neglecting heat losses, the power
equired to drive the compressor �Pc� can be related to the mass
ow rate through the compressor, Wc, and the total enthalpy
hange across the compressor from the first law of thermodynam-
cs as

Pc = Wc�hc2 − hc1� �9�

here hc1 and hc2 are the enthalpy of the inlet and the outlet flows,
espectively. Assuming that the specific heat coefficients of air do
ot change and by introducing the compressor isentropic effi-
iency, �c, we have

Tc2 = Tc1�1 +
1

�c
�� pc2

pc1
���−1�/�

− 1�� �10�

Pc = Wccp
airTc1

1

�c
�� pc2

pc1
���−1�/�

− 1� �11�

Typically, the relation between compressor flow and efficiency
o pressure ratio and compressor speed is specified in terms of
ondimensional mass flow rate parameter, �c, and compressor

otational speed parameter, N̄c, that are defined as

�c =
Wc

�Tc1

pc1
�12�

N̄c =
N

�Tc1

�13�

etails on the polynomial approximation of the compressor map
an be found in Ref. �23�.

2.2.3 Turbine Model. The turbine is powered by the energy of
he exhaust gas. The power input to the turbine, Pt, can be ob-
ained from the first law of thermodynamics, neglecting the heat
ransfer, as

Pt = Wt�ht1 − ht2� �14�

C T

pt1, Wt, Tt1

pt2, Wt, Tt2pc1, Wc, Tc1

pc2, Wc, Tc2

Pc Pt
GEN

Pgen

Fig. 4 Compressor, turbine, shaft, and generator schematic
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where ht1 and ht2 are the enthalpy of the inlet and the outlet
turbine flows, respectively. For a given pressure ratio across the
turbine, the outlet temperature can be computed assuming isentro-
pic expansion

� Tt1

Tt2,is
� = � pt1

pt2
���−1�/�

�15�

where Tt2,is is the temperature of the exhaust gas leaving the tur-
bine if the expansion was isentropic. The turbine isentropic effi-
ciency, �t, is introduced to calculate the turbine outlet temperature
and power

Tt2 = Tt1�1 − �t�1 − � pt2

pt1
���−1�/��� �16�

Pt = WtcpTt1�t�1 − � pt2

pt1
���−1�/�� �17�

The flow through the turbine is given as

Wt =
Aeffpt2

Tt2
�� pt1

pt2
− g + 1�2/�

− � pt1

pt2
− g + 1���+1�/��0.5

�18�

where Aeff=0.07 m2 is the effective flow area, and g=0.9 is the
pressure ratio where the flow becomes zero. The isentropic effi-
ciency is then given as a function of the blade-speed ratio U /C,
defined as

U/C =
�DN

�2cpTt1�1 − � pt2

pt1
���−1�/�� �19�

where D denotes the turbine blade diameter.

2.3 Catalytic Burner Model. The catalytic burner is the de-
vice where the remaining fuel from the SOFC anode is burnt with
the remaining air from the SOFC cathode, in order to increase the
temperature of the flow before it enters the turbine. In modeling
the CB, the dynamics taken into account is the mass dynamics via
the mass balance as

dmCB

dt
= Wca + Wan − Wt �20�

where Wan and Wca are the anode and cathode outlet mass flows,
respectively, and Wt is the flow through the turbine.

The temperature dynamics are expressed using the energy con-
servation

mbed
CBcp,bed

CB dTCB

dt
= �HTCB

in − HTref

in − Ho
in� − �HTCB

out − HTref

out − Ho
out�

�21�

where HTCB
and HTref

are the enthalpies of the inlet or the outlet
flow at temperatures TCB and Tref, respectively, while Ho is the
enthalpy of formation of the inlet or outlet flow. Note that mbed

CB

and cp,bed
CB are properties of the CB bed reactor and thus are con-

sidered constant.
Furthermore, the enthalpies at a given temperature T are calcu-

lated as

HT = �
k=1

k

nkcp
k�T�T �22�

where nk is the molar flow of species k, cp
k is the specific heat of

species k as a function of temperature, and T is the temperature at
which the enthalpy is calculated for. In order to calculate the
outlet flow composition and the outlet enthalpy HTCB

out , we assume
that the remaining H2 and CO are oxidized instantaneously �i.e.,

equilibrium reactor�.
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The ideal gas law is used to calculate the pressure in the CB,
hich is then used as the inlet pressure of the compressor.

2.4 System Model. In order to integrate the submodels, the
ollowing conditions and assumptions are used.

• The compressor outlet pressure is equal to the pressure of
the first SOFC discretization unit.

• The turbine inlet pressure is equal to the pressure of the
catalytic burner.

• The air and fuel flow from the SOFC to the CB is dictated
by the pressure difference between the last SOFC discreti-
zation unit and the CB.

• The flow out of the CB is dictated by the turbine maps, i.e.,
given the pressure and temperature conditions at the CB
outlet, the turbine map yields the flow out of the CB and
through the turbine.

• The fuel flow to the SOFC does not have any dynamics and
is thus always equal to the commanded fuel flow.

• The generator load is an input to the system, which affects
the shaft rotational speed through the shaft dynamics.

The system model of the hybrid SOFC/GT system has 55 state
ariables, of which 52 are from the 4 unit SOFC model developed
n Ref. �1�, 2 are from the CB, and 1 is from the GT shaft dynam-
cs. A schematic denoting all the state variables, inputs, controls,
nd main variables is shown in Fig. 5. The actuators used to
ontrol the system are the fuel flow, Wf, the current drawn from
he SOFC stack, Ist, and the generator load, Pgen, as shown in Fig.
. Open loop simulations of the integrated model are shown in
ec. 3, after the optimal setpoints for the three actuators are de-
ived by maximizing the system’s efficiency.

Open Loop Optimization and Analysis
In this section, results on steady state optimization and open

oop analysis will be shown. In order to achieve maximum system
fficiency, model-based optimization is performed using the gra-
ient algorithm to determine the setpoints for the fuel flow, the
enerator load, and the SOFC current for each demanded power.
he analysis reveals that load following using a feedforward con-

roller based on these optimum setpoints is not possible for the
ighly integrated SOFC and GT system. System shutdown is ob-
erved when a large load step is applied. Through dynamic analy-
is, it is shown that this phenomenon is largely attributed to the

SOFC (4units)

C
N

Ist

Wf

Air

Wa

Wc

Wc, pc2, Tc2

Wc, pc1, Tc1

CCH4, CCO2, CCO, CH2O,

CH2, CN2, CO2, CN2, Tf,

Ta, TPEN, TIf, TIa

a c

Psofc

Pc

Fig. 5 Hybrid SOFC/GT schematic
ables, and parameters
haft rotational dynamics and the rapid increase in generator load.
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3.1 Steady State Optimization. The hybrid SOFC/GT sys-
tem involves multiple actuators and inputs whose setting will dic-
tate the system operation safety and efficiency. In this section,
three inputs, the fuel flow supply, the current drawn from the
SOFC, and the load applied to the generator, are considered. For a
given fuel flow, different combinations of currents drawn from the
SOFC and loads applied to the generator will yield different net
power. Note that the net power, Pnet, of the system is defined as
the sum of the power output of the fuel cell PSOFC and the power
output of the generator Pgen

Pnet = PSOFC + Pgen �23�

In order to determine the maximum steady state net power output
for a given fuel flow, the following optimization problem is solved
using the developed model and gradient optimization:

max
Ist,Pgen

d ,Wf

��SOFC/GT� for each Pnet �24�

where Pgen
d is the generator power demand. In Eq. �24�, �SOFC/GT

is the efficiency of the hybrid SOFC/GT system defined as

�SOFC/GT =
Pnet

QLHVf
· Wf

�25�

where QLHVf
is the lower heating value of the fuel. By repeating

the optimization problem for different net powers, the optimal
steady state operation setpoints are obtained, as shown in Fig. 6,
which depicts the current density to be drawn from the SOFC
unit,1 the required fuel flow, and the power delivered by the gen-
erator as functions of the net power generated by the integrated
system. Note that with the given size of turbine and compressor,
the optimal setpoints result in an air flow, which is five times
bigger than the airflow required to support the electrochemical
reaction for the amount of current drawn from the SOFC. The
excess air is required for temperature control and heat removal.
These setpoints can be used as static feedforward maps to sched-
ule the actuators and power split to achieve maximum steady state
efficiency for different power demands. This configuration is re-
ferred to in this work as the open loop control scheme.

3.2 Open Loop Response. Without any feedback control in
place, we consider the open loop response when a demanded load
power step, from Pnet

d =20 kW to Pnet
d =25 kW, is applied. The

1

CB

T GEN

mcb, Tcb

Pgen

Wt

Wt, pt1, Tt1

Wt, pt2, Tt2

Exhaust

Italics

Controls
Flows
States
Power

Pgen

Pt

d

luding inputs, controls, state vari-
n

a

inc
Note that Ist=Ac · i, where Ac is the cell area.
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ptimal input settings, identified from the optimization, are used
o change the fuel flow, the current density, and the generator load
rom 5.8 g/s to 7.6 g/s, 7296 A /m2 to 8946 A /m2, and 3.30 kW
o 4.05 kW, respectively, synchronized with the change in power
emand. It is observed that the system shuts down �namely, the
urbine shaft speed reaches zero� in about 20 s after the steps are
pplied. For a smaller step though, from 20 kW to 20.5 kW, the
haft is able to support the applied load, and the system reaches
he desired net power after 31 s. During the 20–25 kW step, the
arge increase �step� in the generator load deprives the compressor
rom having enough power to supply the air during the transient to
upport the SOFC operation, causing the turbine shaft to stall and
ventually the system to shut down. Therefore, open loop feedfor-
ard operation using the optimal steady state setpoints without

oad rate limiting or load filtering is not an option for rapid load
ollowing.

For load shedding, when a net power step down is applied, the
apid reduction in the generator load will cause a significant over-
hoot in air supply to the SOFC, which in turn leads to a reduction

ig. 6 Steady state optimal setpoints „FF map… for current
ensity „i…, fuel, and generator load „Pgen… as functions of net

oad
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Fig. 7 System response during a
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in the SOFC temperature. However due to the large SOFC thermal
inertial, this temperature transient happens gradually and
smoothly. Thus, no transient issues for load shedding are identi-
fied.

3.3 Shutdown Dynamics Characterization. In this section,
dynamic analysis reveals that the shutdown is initiated by the gas
turbine, specifically its shaft dynamics. The rotational speed of the
shaft N, and thus the air flow to the SOFC, is a function of the
power balance on the shaft according to Eq. �8�. A large load step
in Pgen, causes dN /dt�0 and thus the speed to decrease. Figure 7
shows the trajectories on the �Ptc ,N� plane for the responses to a
step in Pnet

d from 20 kW to 20.5 kW and from 20 kW to 21 kW,
where Ptc is the power of the turbine minus the power of the
compressor, i.e., Ptc	 Pt�m− Pc. For the 20–21 kW step, it can be
seen that the trajectory will slide toward the lower left corner of
the �Ptc ,N� plane until the system shuts down, namely N→0.
Note that the initial increase in Ptc is due to the corresponding fuel
step, which provides power almost instantaneously to the shaft.
The steady state relationships between Ptc and N are also shown
in Fig. 7, for Pnet= �20,20.5,21� kW. The steady state relation-
ship between Ptc and N is determined by decoupling the shaft
dynamics from the model and varying N as an input.

Given that the use of the full order model for analytic investi-
gation of the shutdown phenomenon is prohibited due to its com-
plexity, we attempt to develop a reduced order model to capture
the effects of Pgen

d on the shaft rotational speed. An equivalent
schematic of the SOFC/GT plant is given in Fig. 8, where the
shaft dynamics are separated from the SOFC, C, and T models. To

1.15 1.16 1.17 1.18

x 10
5

(rpm)

Curve for Pnet=20kW

Curve for Pnet=20.5kW

Curve for Pnet=21kW
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-
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Fig. 8 Equivalent schematic of SOFC/GT system with shaft dy-
namics separated
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apture the effects of the Pgen
d input only, we ignore the effects of

f and Ist and approximate the dynamics from N to Ptc with
imple first order dynamics �1 / ��s+1��. We know that at steady
tate, as shown in Fig. 7, the relationship between N and Ptc can
e approximated by a second order polynomial of the form

Ptc = aN2 + bN + c �26�

ith a�0. Multiplying the right hand side of the equation with
he first order dynamics, the dynamic relationship between N and

tc can be expressed as

Ṗtc =
a

�
N2 +

b

�
N +

c

�
−

1

�
Ptc �27�

or a given set of inputs �Wf , Ist , Pgen
d �= �6.2 g /s ,

620 A /m2,3558 W�, the parameters in Eq. �27� can be identi-
ed from the full order model as

�a,b,c,�� = �− 5.1 � 10−6, 1.17,− 63520, 0.005�
Thus, the equivalent second order system can be expressed as


Ṗtc

Ṅ
� = �a

�
N2 +

b

�
N +

c

�
−

1

�
Ptc

�Ptc − Pgen�/��N · J�
 �28�

he response to a step from 3558 W to 3650 W in generator load
s shown in Fig. 9, where the matching of the full order model
FOM� with the reduced order model �ROM� can be verified. Note
hat the ROM only captures the effects of Pgen

d in order to analyze
he shutdown, while the effects of fuel and current are ignored at
his point.

Also note that the second order ROM has the following two
quilibrium points:

�N,Ptc�st = �− b + �b2 − 4a�c − Pgen�
2a

,Pgen� �29�

�N,Ptc�ust = �− b − �b2 − 4a�c − Pgen�
2a

,Pgen� �30�

here �N , Ptc�st is a stable and �N , Ptc�ust is an unstable equilib-
ium point.

The following theorem relates the system shutdown to the tran-
ient conditions of the system described in Eq. �28�. The theorem
an be used in the early detection of the shutdown phenomenon
nd in a control scheme as a constraint. In case the control scheme
for example a reference governor� utilizes model-based simula-
ions to determine whether the generator load will cause shut-
own, one can use this constraint to indicate the onset of shut-
own and thus reduce simulation time.

THEOREM. Consider the system in Eq. �28� with state variables
= �N Ptc�T and input Pgen

d when an input step increase from Pgen1
T
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1.25

1.255
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ig. 9 Full order model „FOM… and reduced order model
ROM… shaft speed response to a 3558–3650 W step in Pgen

d

o Pgen2 is applied with xss= �NssPtc,ss� being the stable equilib-
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rium point with input Pgen2. If the operating point enters the fol-
lowing set:

Z = �Ptc � Ptc,ss and N �
− b − �b2 − 4a�c − Ptc�

2a
� �31�

then

lim
t→	

N = 0

Proof. We want to show that if x�t��Z, then x�t� is outside the
region of attraction of the stable equilibrium. Consider the follow-
ing Lyapunov function �i.e., the distance of the operating setpoint
x from the equilibrium xss�:

V�x� = 1
2 �Ptc − Ptc,ss�2 + 1

2 �N − Nss�2 �32�

with

V�x� 
 0, ∀ x � xss �33�

V�xss� = 0 �34�

�x� → 	 ⇒ V�x� → 	 �35�

The derivative of V can be expressed as

V̇�x� = Ṗtc�Ptc − Ptc,ss� + Ṅ�N − Nss� �36�

Note that x�Z implies that V̇�x�
0 since

Ptc � Ptc,ss →
�8�

Ṅ � 0

N �
− b − �b2 − 4a�c − Ptc�

2a
→
�27�

Ṗtc � 0

Ptc � Ptc,ss and N �
− b − �b2 − 4a�c − Ptc�

2a
→
�29�

N � Nss

Thus, the distance between the operating point and the stable
equilibrium increases, and the trajectory heads away from the
equilibrium. To prove the divergence of the trajectory from the
stable equilibrium once the trajectory enters Z, we also need to
show that

x�to� � Z ⇒ x�t� � Z ∀ t � to �37�

This can be verified using the quadratic form of the nonlinearity in
Eq. �27� and the phase portrait of the system, shown in Fig. 10.
Thus, all the points that belong in Z do not belong to the region of
attraction of the stable equilibrium.

Physically this theorem says that unless the power into the shaft
�Ptc� increases when the speed decreases, then the system has no
way of stabilizing itself. If the speed drops and at the same time
the energy powering the shaft drops, the speed will continue to
drop until the system shuts down. The same analysis applies to the
full order model.

The energy balance by integrating Eq. �8� provides insight into
the possible mechanisms for avoiding shutdown

�38�

Note that the energy that we put into the shaft �Ein=�0
t Ptcd��

minus the energy we draw from the shaft through the generator
�Eout=�0

t Pgend�� is a function of the initial and current rotational
speeds. From this energy balance equation �38�, one can consider
the following two possible solutions to mitigate shutdown:

• reduce Eout by filtering the generator load Pgen or
• increase Ein by adding extra fuel in the system during a
transient to support the generator load
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The first strategy, on reducing the rate of the energy drawn from
he generator, will be implemented in open loop via a generator
oad rate limiter and in closed loop scheme via a reference gov-
rnor controller. Increasing the energy input to the shaft will be
he focus of our future publication.

Transient Response With Rate Limiter
Given that a rapid increase in the generator load was shown to

e the main cause of system shutdown, an intuitive solution is to
dd a rate limiter to slow down the application of Pgen. Multiple
ate limits are examined, varying from 3.3 W/s to 6.7 W/s. From
ig. 11, one can see that system shutdown is avoided, however,

he net power response will depend on the rate limit.
To understand the response shown in Fig. 11, we refer to Eq.

23�. The generator load affects the net power through two paths:
he direct one and the indirect one via the SOFC power

Pnet = Pgen + Pfc�Pgen� �39�
he second path is mainly due to the SOFC-GT coupling. Note

hat lower Pgen will lead to higher air flow being delivered to the
OFC, which results in lower temperature and lower SOFC
ower. From this analysis, one can see that it is critical to maxi-
ize Pgen to ensure fast load following.
However, with the open loop configuration the fastest rate lim-

ter on Pgen that will not cause shutdown for a 20–21 kW step is
.7 W/s. This rate limit results in a Pnet settling time of 168 s.
ote that a constant rate limiter optimized for a given step will be

uboptimal for smaller steps, but insufficient to prevent shutdown
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Fig. 10 Phase portrait of simplified
or larger steps. In Sec. 5, a more elaborate feedback control
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scheme is proposed that guarantees stable operation and fast load
following for any load step at the expense of more measurements
and complex computations.

5 Reference Governor Control
In this section a feedback control scheme is presented to ensure

that the system will not shut down during load transitions. Guided
by the analysis of the shutdown dynamics, we propose a load
governor for the generator to limit the load application whenever
necessary to avoid shutdown. The controller is designed based on
the reference governor approach �24�, where the maximum fea-
sible step size of the reference command is determined online
through repeated simulations and optimization. The proposed con-
trol configuration is shown in Fig. 12 and explained as follows.

For a dynamic system of the form

ẋ = f�x,u� �40�

with desired input ud, the reference governor calculates the refer-
ence input uRG such that it does not violate the constraints set for
the system’s response or performance. The reference command
can be expressed as

uRG�t + �t� = uRG�t� + K�ud�t� − uRG�t�� �41�

where K� �0,1�. The value of K is determined online according

1.1 1.12 1.14 1.16 1.18 1.2
x 10

5

N

Trajectory outside the RoA

Trajectory inside the RoA

Equilibriums for Pgen=3558W

stem with state variables Ptc and N
c=0
to the following optimization problem formulation:
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min
K

�uRG − ud�, such that Of is statisfied �42�

nd Of is the set of constraints applied to the state variables of the
ystem. The solution of Eq. �42� implies that all the constraints are
atisfied, while the desired reference is tracked as close as pos-
ible.

For the hybrid SOFC/GT system, the constraint involves the
ystem stability and can be expressed as

Of = �x � RA�Pnet = uRG�t��� �43�

here the operating point x has to belong to the region of attrac-
ion, RA, of the equilibrium point with the current input �uRG�t��.

DEFINITION. Region of attraction �25�: let x=xss be an asymp-
otically stable equilibrium point for the nonlinear system

ẋ = f�x� �44�

here f :D→Rn is a local Lipschitz and D�Rn is a domain con-
aining xss. Let ��t ;x� be the solution of Eq. �44� that starts at the
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initial state x at time t=0. The region of attraction of the equilib-
rium, denoted by RA�xss�, is defined by

RA�xss� = �x � D���t;x� is defined ∀ t � 0 and

��t;x� → xss as t → 	�
For our problem, the stability of the system refers to the con-

dition that the desired equilibrium can be reached. From the defi-
nition of the region of attraction, one can see that Eq. �43�, to-
gether with the fact that each equilibrium corresponding to a given
ud is locally stable, will guarantee that no system shutdown oc-
curs, and therefore the stability condition of the system can be
satisfied.

The optimization problem posed in Eq. �42� is solved using the
bisection algorithm outlined below. The model is simulated for-
ward in time over a given horizon. If the constraints are violated
at any time during the simulated period, the value of K is reduced
and the simulation is reinitiated. If the constraints are satisfied for
the entire simulated trajectory, the value of the reference com-
mand is increased by the bisection algorithm until it converges
�24�. To describe the algorithm formally, let us first define h�K� as

h�K� = �1 if Of is satisfied

0 if Of is not satisfied
� �45�

Given an interval �Kl ,Kr� with left limit �i.e., lower bound� Kl and
right limit �i.e., higher bound� Kr, the bisection algorithm is sum-
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while �Kr−Kl�

Km= �Kr+Kl� /2
If h�Kl� ·h�Km�
0

Kl=Km
Else

Kr=Km
end if

nd while

here  is set to 0.01 in order to prevent the optimization from
unning indefinitely. Note that the initial values of Kr and Kl are
et as Kl=0 and Kr=1. Furthermore, we have h�0�=1.

The open loop response with the fastest possible rate limiter
nd the closed loop system responses to a 20–21 kW step in
emanded load are shown in Fig. 13. The filtering of the generator
oad command applied by the reference governor prevents shut-
own of the system. The drawback of this load governor, imple-
ented using a conventional method, is that the computational

ime involved and the measurements required make it infeasible
or real-time implementation. The full state variable information is
eeded to initiate each simulation and to provide the state feed-
ack. An alternative reference governor implementation, which
eads to substantially lower computational demand and does not
equire full state measurement, will be the focus of our future
ork �23�.

Summary and Conclusions
In this paper the efficiency and the transient operation of a

ybrid solid oxide fuel cell and gas turbine system are analyzed. A
onlinear control oriented model is developed and used initially
or defining, via optimization, the fuel, current, and generator load
etpoints that yield the highest system efficiency. However, these
etpoints can cause system shutdown when large and fast transi-
ions are attempted. The shutdown phenomenon is analyzed and
he fast coupling between the fuel cell and the gas turbine is
dentified as the main cause for the shutdown phenomenon.

To mitigate the shutdown problems associated with the open
oop operation, a reference governor control scheme was devel-
ped and implemented to modify the application of the generator
oad. Slowing down the energy drawn from the generator allows

ore power to be delivered to the shaft, thereby preventing a large
otational speed drop of the shaft. The reference governor
chieves the constraint enforcement without compromising track-
ng performance by using online optimization. The drawback of
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pplying this reference governor is the high computational re-
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quirements and the need for full state feedback that make it inef-
fective for real-time implementation. An alternative reference
governor that solves the transient optimization problem without
resorting to repeated simulations is currently being developed and
will be presented in our future work.
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Nomenclature

Symbols
Aeff � turbine effective flow area �m2�
Ac � cell area �m2�
c�·� � concentration of species � · � �mol�
cP � heat capacity �J /kg K�

Habs � absolute enthalpy �J/kg�
i � current density �A /m2�

Ist � stack current, input �A�
J � shaft inertia �kg m2�
k � orifice coefficient �kg /s Pa0.5�

m � mass �kg�
M � molar weight �kg/mol�
N � shaft rotational speed �rpm�

p�·� � pressure of � · � �Pa�
Pfc � fuel cell power, output �W�

Pgen � generator load �W�
Pgen

d � generator desired load �W�
Pnet � net power output �W�
Pnet

d � net power demand �W�
Pc � compressor power �W�
Pt � turbine power �W�

QLHVf � lower heating value of the fuel �J/kg�
R � universal gas constant �J /K mol�
T � temperature �K�
U � voltage �V�
V � volume �m3�
W � flow �kg/s�

x�·� � molar fraction of species � · �
�hc � compressor isentropic efficiency
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�SOFC/GT � SOFC/GT system efficiency
�ohm

j � ohmic loss of unit j �V�
�act

j � activation loss of unit j �V�
�con

j � concentration loss of unit j �V�
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